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Across

1. The parties involved in a civil action

2. Legal action to resolve a civil dispute

6. compensation for a wrong suffered

7. part initiating a legal action

8. an independent cause of action brought by the 

defendant against the plaintiff

12. a list of documents relevant to the case that 

will be used at trial

14. a complaint filed by the defendant claiming 

that another party is at fault

18. a legal document that commences civil actions 

in some provinces

19. the response to the plaintiff's complaint, 

denying the allegations in part or in whole

20. a claim made between parties on the same side 

of the litigation

21. all parties agree to resolve the dispute instead 

of going to court

22. legally responsible for a wrongful action

23. a judgement against a party who has failed to 

defend a claim action

24. the relief sought by the plaintiff

25. compensation for intangible losses such as 

humiliation or distress

26. Documents stating formal allegations by the 

parties regarding their claims and defences

27. a document outlining the facts supporting a 

civil action and the remedy desired

28. The weighing of evidence to decide whether 

the plaintiffs or defendants version of events is 

more convincing or likely to be correct

29. monetary compensation for losses that can be 

calculated

Down

3. The person appointed to act on behalf of a 

child or person under a disability who is being sued

4. specific details of a claim in a civil action

5. records and information that can be excluded 

from examination by the other side in a civil action

9. examination of evidence by both sides before a 

civil trial

10. damages imposed to punish the defendant for 

reprehensible conduct

11. final and enforceable in the courts

13. compensation for out of pocket expenses

15. compensation for losses that don't involve an 

actual loss of money and are difficult to quantify

16. party being sued in a civil action

17. an adult who represents a child or person 

under a disability who initiates a civil lawsuit

Word Bank

particulars Defendant Statement of claim privileged documents statement of defence

third party claim aggravated damages non pecuniary damages Pleadings cross claim

liable default judgement binding examination for discovery Writ of summons

exemplary damages remedy litigation settle out of court Guardian Ad litem

pecuniary damages Balance of probabilities counterclaim affidavit of documents Next friend

plaintiff Litigants Damages special damages


